
CASE STUDY SERIES

Identify everything you acquired.

For more information on how to overcome internal challenges with the use of qualitative market research, 

contact Baccus Research Group, info@baccusresearch.com, 415 621-3241, www.baccusresearch.com

If understanding the impact of a new merger or acquisition and how current customers will 
perceive the change, we can help you bring everyone into the fold.

       Their 
recommendations 
following focus groups 
let us CREATE AN 
ACTION PLAN 
we could run with 
immediately, settling 
debates among 
internal stakeholders. 
Through thorough 
customer input, Baccus 
Research Group made 
it clear what we 
needed to do.

Our Client's Challenge: Successfully integrate an acquired brand 

Understanding that a new brand acquisition came with a very loyal customer 

base, it was imperative for our client not to alienate existing customers.  Yet, 

they needed to understand how to nurture them through a brand evolution, 

which included a necessary name and identity change.

The Solution: Change can be good

Mergers and acquisitions can be tricky with respect to public perception and 

the resulting reaction your target audience will have.  In order to test and 

proceed with messaging and positioning that invites and intrigues rather than 

alarms and alienates, qualitative and quantitative research were conducted to 

fully assess current market perceptions and understand how to best address 

customer concerns and communicate the advantages of the “new” brand.

The Result: Everyone’s on board

By giving the respondents a platform (through both in-person and online 

techniques), their voices were heard and listened to.  Our client was able to 

understand the reason and depth of emotions regarding the brand acquisition, 

enabling more precise and reassuring launch of messaging and product/service 

materials. Our research findings spelled out specific customer concerns about 

the merger, and helped align benefits that clearly resonated with this newly 

acquired audience.

Through the merger and acquisition process there are both tangible and intangible assets. 
Qualitative market research helps you identify these in the minds of your audience and clearly 
understand the value and areas of opportunity for your newfound “brand”.

—Technology Client
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